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Comparative semantics for a process languagewith probabilistic choice and non-determinismJ. I. den HartogAbstractIn this report a comparative semantics is given for a language Lp containingprobabilistic and non-deterministic choice. The e�ects of interpreting theseoperators as local or global are investigated. For three of the possible combina-tions an operational model and a denotational model are given and compared.First models for local probabilistic choice and local non-deterministic choice aregiven using a generative approach. By adjusting these models slightly modelsfor global probability and local non-determinism are obtained. Finally modelsfor local probability and global non-determinism are presented using a strati�edapproach. For use with the denotational models a construction of a completeultra-metric space of �nite multisets is given.1 IntroductionThe goal of this paper is to construct comparative semantics for a languagecombining non-determinism and probabilistic choice. The main interest is theinterplay between these two concepts. Since many of the interesting propertiesof probabilistic systems are properties that will hold eventually, or will hold onaverage, one wants to be able to describe in�nite behaviors of processes. The useof metric semantics gives a convenient way to work with in�nite objects. Fixedpoint and distance arguments can be used, which do not rely on �niteness. Alsoof interest are in�nite sequences of probabilistic choices. To adequately reasonabout such sequences as a whole, distributions are used.The modeling of probability has been the subject of various papers. Theusual approach, when dealing with probability, is to replace non-deterministicchoice by probabilistic choice. In [17], [28] and [3] this approach is followed.However, interpreting all choices as probabilistic choices does not seem to beappropriate, especially when there is also parallel composition. When replac-ing non-deterministic choice with probabilistic choice, parallel composition willeither become probabilistic, or needs to be restricted.A more general approach is to view probability and non-determinism as twodistinct phenomena, which could be modeled separately. This approach is usedhere. Both non-deterministic choice and probabilistic choice are included inthe same language. The term non-determinism is used exclusively for the non-determinism caused by the �rst (non-probabilistic) kind of choice. The termprobability is used for the di�erent options created by the second, probabilistic,kind of choice. 1



Two di�erent interpretations of choice, local and global, are investigated.Local and global non-deterministic choice have been studied extensively. Forinstance in [5], [19] and more recently in [2] where local choice is called staticchoice and global choice is called dynamic choice. For probabilistic choice, theinterpretation as local or global has not been investigated much.The di�erence between the two interpretations of choice is the inuence ofthe environment. The environment is formed by the statements in parallel withthe current statement. Local choice is made independent of the actions of theenvironment. Global choice may be inuenced by the environment. Globalchoice cooperates with the environment and will avoid (direct) deadlock whenpossible. To avoid deadlock it is necessary to know what communication optionsthe environment o�ers. Global choice delays its choice until the options of theenvironment are available.Both non-deterministic choice and probabilistic choice can be interpretedas local or as global choice, leading to four di�erent interpretations and fourdi�erent comparative semantics. The comparative semantics consists of givingan operational model, a denotational model and relating both models. For thesemantics modeling metric domains are used. An overview of and introductionin metric semantics can be found in [6]. For the denotational model for globalinterpretation of probability a branching domain for probabilistic processes isrequired. For this purpose the functor Mf is introduced that, for a space S,gives the space Mf (S) of �nite multisets over S. For the operational models alinear domain for probabilistic processes is needed. For this purpose the functor� is introduced. For a space S, �(S) is the space of all probability distributionsover S. See section 4 for details.The contributions of this paper consists of the construction of a metric do-main of multisets, through the functorMf , especially suitable for the branchingdescription of �nite discrete probabilistic choices. The functorMf is new. Usingdomains constructed with this functor, denotational semantics are given.As a basis for the operational semantics, transition system speci�cationsare introduced which describe �nite probabilistic choice without needing dis-tributions. These transition system speci�cations rely on implicit counting ofmultiple transitions, resulting in intuitive rules for handling probabilistic choice.This way of dealing with probabilistic choice in transition systems is also new.The structure of this report is as follows. After the mathematical prelim-inaries in section 2, the language Lp is de�ned in section 3. In section 4 thedomain constructors used in this paper are described. Sections 5 and 6 givemodels for the local interpretation of non-determinism. Section 7 gives a modelfor global non-deterministic choice with local probabilistic choice. Finding amodel for the combination of both global non-deterministic choice and globalprobabilistic choice is currently an open question. Some issues concerning thisquestion are mentioned in section 8. The following table illustrates the di�erentinterpretations and their place in this report.2



probability (+�)non-determinism(+; k) local globallocal section 5 section 6global section 7 section 8Closely related is the work done in [27] where the combination of non-determinism and probability is also investigated. However, in this work thenon-determinism is still seen as something that can be re�ned to probability,only the exact chances are not known. It seems that the generative transitionsystems used in sections 5 and 6 have at least the same expressibility as theprobabilistic automata used in [27]. In [27] these probabilistic automata arethe starting point of the discussion whereas in this report, constructing thetransition system for a statement in the language is also an important step.In [17] reactive, generative and strati�ed models are given for a calculusPCCS . In this calculus, based on Milner's SCCS [24] the non-deterministicchoice has been replaced by probabilistic choice and the parallel compositionis a synchronous product. The di�erent semantics are given using SOS andbisimulation. In [22] bisimulation for reactive probabilistic processes has beenstudied in a testing setting. A testing algorithm which can distinguish non-bisimilar processes with probability 1� � (for any given � > 0) is given.In [3] a calculus PrACP , derived from ACP (from [8]) is introduced. In thecalculus PrACP the operator for choice `+' is replaced by a probabilistic version`+p'. The parallel composition `k' is also made probabilistic by replacing it withan operator `kr;s'.In [28] a calculus PCSP is introduced. The calculus PCSP contains a proba-bilistic choice ` up ' which replaces the non-deterministic choice of CSP. In PCSPthere is also a restricted form of external choice and there are two kinds of paral-lel composition. The �rst kind of parallel composition is a lockstep synchronizedcomposition P kQ, in which P and Q have to make the same transition at thesame time in each step. The second, less restricted, kind of parallel compositionis P kA BQ in which P;Q synchronize on actions from A\B, P does independentaction from A nB and Q does independent transition from B nA. The externalchoice is restricted to a choice between processes with disjoint sets of possible�rst steps. For instance an (external) choice between a followed by P1 and afollowed by P2 is not allowed. A �rst step analysis is done in [28] to �nd whichstatements are allowed.In [21] a reactive model is given for a language containing probabilistic choiceand non-determinism. In this model the probabilistic choice is guarded by anaction. The behavior of a process after performing an action a is a probabilisticchoice between several alternatives. A limitation to the non-deterministic choiceis that there must be disjunct starting actions and the parallel composition mustsynchronize in every step. Especially the limitation on the parallel compositionseems strong.
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2 Mathematical preliminariesIn this section some notation and lemmas that are needed in the sequel are given.The notions of a compact set, a complete metric space and an ultra-metric spaceare assumed known (See e.g. [6]).De�nition 2.1 Let (M1; d1) and (M2; d2) be metric spaces.(a) A function f :M1 !M2 is called non-expansive if d2(f(x); f(y)) � d1(x; y)for all x; y 2M .(b) A function f : M1 ! M2 is called contractive if there exists an � < 1 suchthat d2(f(x); f(y)) � � � d1(x; y) for all x; y 2M .(c) The space of all non-expansive functions fromM1 toM2 is denoted byM1 1!M2. The metric de�ned on M1 1!M2 isd(f; g) = supfd2(f(m); g(m)) j m 2Mg :(d) Let B�(m) = fm0 2 M j d(m;m0) < � g. The family of open sets O� isde�ned by: O� = fO open j m 2 O ) B�(m) � O g :Note that in an ultra-metric space M , B�(m) 2 O� for all m 2M .Often a metric space (M;d) is denoted simply byM . The metric d is assumedto be clear from the context. The contractive functions used are usually 12 -contractive, i.e. the � in the de�nition above is 12 .For a set A the metric space A1 consists of all (�nite or in�nite) sequencesof elements of A with the following distanced(w1; w2) = inff2�n j w1[n] = w2[n]g :(w[n] is the pre�x of w of length n). The metric space A� is the subspace ofA1 of all �nite sequences.Banach's theorem provides an important tool for metric semantics. It statesthat any contractive function on a complete ultra-metric space has a unique�xed point, a fact that will be used frequently in de�nitions and proofs below.Theorem 2.2 (Banach) Let (M;d) be a complete metric space. If f :M !Mcontractive, then there exists a unique point x 2M for which f(x) = x. This xis denoted by �x(f). If y is an arbitrary point of M then limn!1fn(y) = �x(f)(where fn is the n-th iteration of f).
4



2.1 Transition systemsA transition system T = (Conf;Obs; ! ) can be used to de�ne operationalsemantics. The transition system represents a virtual machine that can takesteps from one con�guration to another. Each step produces observable output(a 2 Obs). The transition system for each statement in the language will bede�ned in the style of SOS [25] using a transition system speci�cation. Withsome abuse of language the transition system speci�cation T will be referred toas the transition system. The notation (x 2)X will be used for the set X with atypical element x. Similarly x(2 X) is used for the element x which is a typicalelement of the set X .De�nition 2.3 A transition system (or more precisely a transition system spec-i�cation) T is a four-tuple T = (Conf;Obs; ! ; Spec) where,(a) (c 2)Conf is a set of con�gurations, (a 2)Obs is a set of observations and! , the transition relation, is a subset of Conf � Obs � Conf. An elementof Conf�Obs�Conf is called a transition.(b) Spec is a set of n(� 1) axioms and m(� 0) rulesAn axiom is a construct of the form c a! c0. It speci�es that all tuples of theform (c; a; c0) belong to ! . An axiom can be seen as a rule with no premise.A rule is a construct: c1 a1! c01 : : : ck ak! c0kc a! c0 :It speci�es that if (ci; ai; c0i) 2 ! (i = 1; : : : ; k) then also (c; a; c0) 2 ! .(c) A proof tree in a transition system is a �nite tree for which every node isthe conclusion of a rule in Spec and its sub-nodes are the premises of thisrule. The leaves of the tree are axioms. The transition at the root of a prooftree is said to be derived from the speci�cation (by the proof tree).�c �c!Ec c!Ec;ak�c �! a(c;ak�c) + b �! ac;a c! aa prooftree in Tps (section 7)(d) ! is the subset of Conf�Obs�Conf consisting exactly the transitions thatcan be derived from the speci�cation, i.e. for which there is a proof tree inSpec.For a transition there may be several di�erent proof trees. Often the numberof proof trees is not relevant, but for probabilistic statements the number of5



proof trees will turn out to be important. The notation c a!n c0 (for n > 0) willdenote that there are n distinct proof trees for the transition c a! c0.The shorthand c1 a1! c01 : : : ck ak! c0k�c1 a! �c01� � ��cn a! �c0nis used for the n rulesc1 a1! c01 : : : ck ak! c0k�ci a! �c0i (i = 1; : : : ; n):2.2 Generative and strati�ed modelsThe models used are of two types. The terminology is due to [17]. The �rsttype of model will be called generative. Generative models assign probabilityto actions such that the sum of probabilities for all actions is one or less. To�nd the probability of an action successive choices are combined into one. Inthe presence of non-determinism this means that the non-determinism has to becombined, somehow, with the probabilistic choice. This is achieved by resolvingnon-determinism before probability.The second kind of model will be called strati�ed. Strati�ed models assignprobability to statements. This means that a probability may be assigned to astatement which is itself probabilistic or non-deterministic. Successive choicesare not combined. A statement to which a probability is assigned may benon-deterministic. As the probability and non-determinism do not have to becombined, the non-determinism need not be resolved before the probability.The domain used here is not a purely strati�ed domain. It will not benecessary to completely stratify the probability. A non-deterministic choice isnot combined with a following probabilistic choice, but successive probabilisticchoices can still be combined. (This is not the case in [17] which deals, amongothers, with restriction.) Reactive models as introduced in [17] are not used.3 The syntax of the language LpThe language Lp is based on a set of atomic actions Act which will be rangedover by a. The atomic actions are divided in a set of internal actions IAct rangedover by b and a set of synchronization actions Sync ranged over by c; �c. For eachsynchronization action c 2 Sync there is a (unique) complementary action �c inSync with which c can synchronize. The complementary action for �c is c, i.e.��c = c. The synchronization of the actions c and �c results in a special internalaction � . Other than this the atomic actions are left without an interpretation.The meaning of an action b will simply be b itself.The atomic actions are supplemented with the probability that this actionoccurs. This results in the set PAct of pairs in [0; 1]�Act and PIAct of pairs in6



[0; 1]� IAct. The variable � ranges over PAct, � ranges over PIAct and �; �; �range over [0; 1]. The symbol � is used to denote deadlock. Furthermore thefollowing notation is used: PIAct� = PIAct + [0; 1] � f � g, IAct1� = IAct1 +IAct� � f � g.To describe recursion a set PVar of procedure variables is used. The variablex ranges over PVar.De�nition 3.1 The syntax of the language Lp is given by(a) s (2 Stat) ::= a j x j (s;s) j (s+ s) j (sks) j (s+� s)(b) g (2 GStat) ::= a j (g;s) j (g + g) j (gkg) j (g +� g)(c) (D 2)Decl = PVar! GStat(d) (� 2)Lp = Decl� Stat.The basic ingredients for the language are the actions a(2 Act) and proce-dure variables x(2 PVar). A declaration D(2 Decl) gives the body D(x) for aprocedure x. The body must consist of a guarded statement, i.e. recursion isrestricted to guarded recursion.In the sequel one �xed declaration D will be assumed and D will be droppedfrom the notation, i.e. s 2 Lp will be written instead of (D; s) 2 Lp.The (syntactical) operators used to build statements from this basis areexplained below.The statement s1;s2 denotes sequential composition. It behaves like s1 untils1 terminates and then it continues by behaving like s2.The statement s1 + s2 denotes a non-deterministic choice. The non-deter-minism can be viewed as being local or global. If non-determinism is localit does not depend on the environment. The environment cannot force onealternative to occur. Using this view the statement s = s1 + s2 describes thats can behave like s1 or it can behave like s2. This means that the statementcan be implemented in two ways either by s1 or by s2 (i.e. s has two possiblebehaviors). Since the choices do not depend on the environment they can bemade beforehand (illustrating the link with static choice from [2]).Global non-determinism takes the environment into account. If one of thealternatives starts with communication with the environment then this alter-native will only be chosen if the environment is willing to communicate. Thismakes it possible for the environment to determine which alternative is cho-sen. Using this view a statement s = s1 + s2 denotes that s can behave likes1 and it can behave like s2. This means that in an implementation of s bothalternatives have to be present. The choice cannot be made beforehand (by theimplementer) but can only be made when the actions of the environment arepresent, since the environment might force one of the alternatives. The choiceis made only when the �rst action of one of the alternatives actually executes(illustrating the link with dynamic choice from [2]).7



The statement s1ks2 denotes parallel composition and also causes non-determinism. If the non-determinism is local, a failed synchronization attempt(from either s1 or s2) will result in deadlock. A failed synchronization attempt isan action c from s1 without a matching action �c from s2. If the non-determinismis global then synchronization is only initiated if it will succeed. If synchroniza-tion is not possible, the statement that wants to synchronize will wait until itis possible or it chooses another alternative. The only possibility of deadlock inthis case is if all statements are waiting for a synchronization that cannot takeplace.The statement s1 +� s2 denotes probabilistic choice. The argument � isassumed to be strictly between 0 and 1. For probability the e�ects of beinglocal or global are slightly di�erent. When the probability is local, a statementlike s1 +� s2 will behave like an unconditional, independent probabilistic choicebetween behaving like s1 (with probability �) and behaving like s2 (with prob-ability 1 � �). This means that once a coin has been ipped the decision is�nal. The probability of behaving like s1 is �, independent of s1, s2 and theenvironment.When the probability is interpreted as being global the statement s1 +� s2will behave like a conditional, dependent probabilistic choice between behavinglike s1 and behaving like s2. If one of the statements, say s1, starts with asynchronization that fails (i.e. s1 deadlocks) then it is allowed to backtrackover the coin ip. The decision becomes �nal only when the �rst action hashappened. The result is that that s1 +� s2 behaves like s1 if s2 deadlocks, likes2 if s1 deadlocks and like a probabilistic choice between s1 and s2 only if neithers1 nor s2 deadlock. The probability of behaving like s1 depends on s1, s2 andon the environment.In the transition system for the generative model (i.e. the generative tran-sition system) the auxiliary operators `k�' and `j' are used. For this transitionsystem the extended language L+p is used. The language L+p is obtained fromLp by adding the auxiliary operators to Stat:s (2 Stat) ::= : : : j (s k� s) j (sjs) :The statement s1 k� s2 denotes parallel composition in which the �rst actionhas to be done by s1. (Synchronizing with s2 is not allowed.) The statements1js2 denotes parallel composition in which the �rst action is synchronizationbetween s1 and s2.The con�gurations of the transition system consist of a resumption with adeclaration, i.e. Conf = Decl � Res. As with programs the declarations aredropped from the notation. A resumption is either a statement s or a specialsymbol E denoting a �nished computation. For the generative transition systemthe statement will be from L+p , for the strati�ed transition system the statementwill be from Lp: r(2 Res) = s j E :8



The set of observations will be di�erent for the generative and strati�ed tran-sition systems. For each transition system the set of observations will be givenseparately.Structural induction is not su�cient for the proofs in the following sections.The rule handling recursion will have a premise that is syntactically more com-plex than the conclusion. This rule is allowed because the limitation to guardedrecursion prevents problems. The proofs can be given by using induction onthe weight function introduced below. (Induction on a weight function wasintroduced in [20] and the systematic use is due to Van Breugel [12].)De�nition 3.2 wgt:Res! N is given bywgt(E) = 0wgt(a) = 1wgt(x) = wgt(D(x)) + 1wgt(s1;s2) = wgt(s1) + 1; and similarly for `k�'wgt(s1ks2) = 1 +wgt(s1 k� s2) +wgt(s2 k� s1) +wgt(s1js2)wgt(s1 + s2) = 1 +wgt(s1) +wgt(s2)wgt(s1 +� s2) = 1 +wgt(s1) +wgt(s2); and similarly for `+�' and `j' :That the weight function wgt is well de�ned is easy to see by structuralinduction, �rst on guarded statements and then on all resumptions. The re-striction of the function wgt to strati�ed resumptions (without the additionaloperators `k�' and `j') and to Lp will also be called wgt.For the language Lp three operational and three denotational models willbe introduced in sections 5, 6 and 7. First the domains that are used to de�nethese models are introduced in section 4.4 Domain equationsThis section describes the use of domain equations in de�ning domains andintroduces some functors. These functors are used for specifying domains insubsections 5.3 and 7.3.In sections 5, 6 and 7 several di�erent domains are needed for the semanticalmodels. The domains are de�ned using domain equations. A domain equationis an equation of the formM = F(N), where F is functor, N a (metric) domainand M is the domain de�ned by the equation. Recursive domain equationsare solved up to isomorphism, yielding instead the domain equation (or moreaccurately a domain isometry) M ' F(M). The method of solving recursivedomain equations over metric spaces comes from [7], [1] and [26]. First somebasic notions is introduced and then the functors used are given. More ondomain equations can be found in e.g. [6].De�nition 4.1 Let CUMS denote the category of all complete ultra-metricspaces with non-expansive functions as morphisms.9



(a) A functor F :CUMS ! CUMS is called locally non-expansive if for allX;Y 2 CUMS the mapping (X 1! Y ) ! (F(X) 1! F(Y )) such thatf 7! F(f) is a non-expansive mapping.(b) A functor F :CUMS ! CUMS is called locally contractive if for all X;Y 2CUMS the mapping (X 1! Y )! (F(X) 1! F(Y )) such that f 7! F(f) is acontractive mapping.The theorem below is a special case of a result which can be found in [26].Theorem 4.2 A locally contractive functor F : CUMS! CUMS has a unique�xed point.Several combinations of locally contractive functors with locally non-expan-sive functors result in a locally contractive functor. Due to this most functorsused need only be locally non-expansive.The following standard functors are used: constant, �-identity (id�), disjointunion (+), product (�) and nonempty compact power domain (Pnco(�)). Theconstant functor and the �-identity functor are locally contractive. The rest ofthese functors are locally non-expansive. More on these functors can be foundin e.g. [6]. In addition the following functors are introduced here,1. �nite multisets (Mf ),2. distributions (�).These two functors are described in more detail below.The multiset functor is combined with the powerset functor when de�ningthe domains. For linear domains the multiset functor is replaced by the distri-bution functor. By alternating the order of the use of the multiset functor andthe powerset functor di�erent domains are obtained. By applying the powersetfunctor to the result of applying the multiset functor a generative domain is ob-tained. By reversing this order a strati�ed domain is obtained. This is workedout in subsections 5.3 and 7.3.4.1 Multisets, the functor MfThe di�erent options created by non-determinism are described by sets of alter-natives. Having the same non-deterministic option twice is the same as havingit once. For a probabilistic option this is not true. If a can happen with prob-ability � one way and a can happen with probability � another way, the totalprobability of a happening is not � but 2�. This means that multiple occur-rences cannot be identi�ed (as is done with non-determinism). Instead of usingsets, multisets are used to describe the probability. Finite multisets su�ce sincethe probabilistic choice is �nite.For a space S the �nite multiset functor gives the space of all �nite multisetsover S. The way the multisets are coded is derived from the codings used in10



pomsets and event-structures, see for example [18], [15] and [23]. The work herehas been inspired by [31], [14] in which a metric approach to pomsets is followed.A countably in�nite set �, called the base set, is chosen. A natural exampleis N . In event-structures and pomsets elements of the base set � are calledthe events or nodes. A partial labeling of � with elements of S can describe amultiset over S. Since several labelings describe the same multiset, a multisetis de�ned as an equivalence class of labelings.De�nition 4.3 The space of multisets over S is given byMf (S) = L(S)= �L(S) = �! (S + f�g), with �nite supportThe symbol � is used to indicate unde�nedness. The support of a function is thepart of the base set on which the function is de�ned, i.e. not equal to �. Twolabelings L1; L2 : �! (S + f�g) are related (L1 � L2) if there exists a bijection� : � ! � such that L1 � � = L2. A class of labelings with representative L isdenoted by L.Example 4.4 The multiset containing the element a twice and the element bonce can be represented by the following functions, using N as the base set. Thefunction f is de�ned on 1, 2 and 3 only, g is de�ned on 2, 4 and 5 only.f(1) = a g(4) = a f(x) : a b a � � �f(2) = b g(5) = a x : 1 2 3 4 5 : : :f(3) = a g(2) = b g(x) : � b � a a �If S is a metric space equipped with metric d then Mf (S) is equipped withthe following metric.De�nition 4.5 The distance of two multisets L1; L2 is given byd(L1; L2) = minfdL(L;L0) j L 2 L1; L0 2 L2g= minfdL(L1 ��; L2) j � : �! � is a bijectiong :(This de�nition is illustrated in example 4.9.)The distance between s and � in S + f � g is one by de�nition. By takinga bijection � that takes the support of L2 to outside the support of L1, thedistance d(L1 � �; L2) is one. This shows that the distance d on Mf (S) isbounded by one (even if the distance on S is not). The only bijection � thatcan give dL(L1 � �; L2)< 1, is one that takes the support of L2 to the supportof L1. The behavior of � on the rest of � is irrelevant to the distance. Thereare only �nitely many di�erent ways to take the support of L2 to the supportof L1 since both sets are �nite. This means that the minf: : :g in the de�nitiondoes indeed exist; the distance on Mf (S) is a well-de�ned function. That d isindeed a metric is straightforward to show.Lemma 4.6 If S is a complete ultra-metric space then Mf (S) is also a com-plete ultra-metric space. 11



Proof That (Mf (S); d) is an ultra-metric space is easy to see.To �nd the distance between two multisets one can �x one of the represen-tations and only vary the other. For all L1 it holds thatd(L1; L2) = minfdL(L1; L0) j L0 2 L2g :Also, unlike with sets, two multisets which are close together have the samenumber of elements. This means that a Cauchy sequence of multisets will (froma certain point onwards) consist of multisets with the same number of elements.Keeping these two things in mind, completeness is straightforward to prove. 2By de�ning Mf on non-expansive functions (the arrows of the categoryCUMS) Mf becomes an endo-functor on CUMS.De�nition 4.7 Let A;B 2 CUMS and f : A 1! B then Mf (f) : Mf (A) 1!Mf (B) is de�ned by Mf (f)(L) = f� � Lwhere f�(m) = � f(m) if m 2 A� if m = � .For well-de�nedness it needs to be shown that the de�nition does not de-pend on the choice of the representative L and that Mf (f) is a non-expansivefunction. Both are again straightforward. The following lemma prepares for theuse of the functor Mf in domain equations.Lemma 4.8 The functor Mf is locally non-expansive.Proof Let X;Y 2 CUMS, f; g : X 1! Y and M 2 Mf (A). Choose a labelingL from the class M then:d(Mf (f)(M);Mf (g)(M)) = d(f� � L; g� � L) � d(f� � L; g� � L)� d(f�; g�) = d(f; g)Since this equality holds for everyM 2Mf (A) it follows that d(Mf (f);Mf (g))� d(f; g) 2In the remainder the coding of the multisets is suppressed. Multisets areseen as sets that may contain an element more than once. The following is usedto denote a �nite multiset over S:fj s1; s2; : : : ; sk jgfor si 2 S. An element si may occur more than once. For example: fj a; a jg. Asan abbreviation a multiplicity may be assigned to an element. fj 3�s jg is shortfor fj s; s; s jg. The union of two multisets is denoted by t .fj s1; s2; : : : ; sk jg t fj r1; : : : ; rl jg = fj s1; s2; : : : ; sk; r1; : : : ; rl jg :12



For example:fja; b; a jgt fj a; b; c jg = fj a; b; a; a; b; c jg = fj 3�a; 2�b; 1�c jg :Clearly multiset union is a non-expansive operation.Example 4.9 The following represent multisets over a; b1:M1 = fj ab; ab; b jgM2 = fj ab; abb; b jgThe distance between these multisets is 14 . This can be seen by `pairing' theelements as follows: The �rst ab from M1 is compared with ab from M2, thesecond ab from M1 is compared with abb from M2 and b from M1 is comparedwith b from M2. The maximum distance that is obtained in this way is 14 .The formal approach is to choose a representation of M1, say f below, and�nd a representation g of M2 with minimum distance to f . The two possiblechoices for g are the one below and g below with g(1) and g(2) reversed.f(1) = ab g(1) = ab f(x) : ab ab b �f(2) = ab g(2) = abb x : 1 2 3 : : :f(3) = b g(3) = b g(x) : ab abb b � :The distance between the functions f and g is 14 .Multisets over A + A � X are used (for several di�erent spaces A and X).The following short-hand notation is used for these multisets.De�nition 4.10[aI ; ha; xiJ ] = fjai j i 2 I jgt fj haj ; xji j j 2 J jgIn this notation I and J are assumed to be disjoint index sets, aI is a functionfrom I to A and aI(i) is written as ai (i.e. aI is the sequence (ai)i2I). hb; xiJis a function from J to B �X. hb; xiJ (j) is written as hbj ; xji.Clearly there are many di�erent notations [aI ; ha; xiJ ] that can be used to repre-sent the same multiset; however, all of these will give the same result when used(de�nitions are independent of representation). This aspect can and will be ig-nored. A primed version [aI0 ; ha; xiJ0 ] with obvious de�nition is also used. Theindex sets (I , J , I 0 and J 0) are assumed to be pairwise disjoint. Functions arelifted to sequences by applying them to each element, i.e. F (xI ) = (F (xi))i2Ifor any index set I . Using this convention, saying yI = F (xI ) is short for saying8i 2 I : yi = F (xi).Example 4.11 Let I = f 1; 2; 3 g, J = f 4; 5 g, a1 = a, a2 = a, a3 = b, a4 = a,x4 = x, a5 = c, x5 = y then[�I ; h�; xiJ ] = fja; a; b; ha; xi; hc; yi jg :13



If a multiset can contain the special symbol � labeled with a probability� the similar notation [aI ; ha; xiJ ; �] is used. [aI ; ha; xiJ ; �] is a multiset overA� +A�X (which contains the element � at most once).[aI ; ha; xiJ ; �] = fjai j i 2 I jgt fj haj ; xji j j 2 J jg t fj� � � j � > 0 jgThe same conventions as for [aI ; ha; xiJ ] are used. Additionally 0 � � � 1. Thesituation � = 0 indicates that � is not in the multiset.The metric on multisets is signi�cantly di�erent from the (Hausdor�) dis-tance on sets. Two sets which are close in the Hausdor� sense can still havedistance 1 if interpreted as multisets (with each element once).Example 4.12 Take for S the space fa; bg1 consisting of all (possibly in�nite)sequences of a's and b's, then the following holds:d(f a; aa; aab g; f a; aa g) = 14 in Pf (S)d(fj a; aa; aab jg; fj a; aa jg) = 1 in Mf (S):The second distance is 1 since the �rst multiset contains more elements thanthe second. No matter the representation, one element of the �rst multiset willalways be compared with �.As an aside, the following relation exists: If two multisets are close then soare the sets obtained by forgetting multiplicity. Also if two �nite sets are closethen there are two multisets which contain the same elements as the sets (butpossibly more than once) that are also close. In the example one could take thesecond multiset to be fj a; aa; aa jg.Caution has to be observed when de�ning functions that return multisets. Ifsuch a function f has to be contractive in an argument x, care has to be takenthat the number of elements in f(x) is independent of x. The following form ofde�nition, not unusual when working with sets, does not result in a contractivefunction f when using multisets.Example 4.13 The function f :Mf (S) ! Mf (S) (with S again fa; b g1)given by f(M) = fj a � x j x 2M jgis not contractive, sinced(f(fj a; b jg); f(fja jg)) = d(fj aa; ab jg; fjaa jg) = 1 = d(fj a; b jg; fja jg)De�nitions of the form given in the example are typically used in lineardomains. To describe probability in a linear domain, distributions are employed.Multisets are only used to describe probabilistic choices in a branching fashion.
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4.2 Distributions, the functor �In this subsection the functor � is de�ned. The functor �(�) yields, given S,the space of probability distributions over S. Distributions are used to describeprobabilistic choices in a linear domain. Finite multisets turn out to be in-su�cient for this purpose. An in�nite sequence of probabilistic choices cannotbe described in a linear fashion by a �nite multiset. An example is given insubsection 5.3 were the functor � is used in specifying a linear domain.The functor � is that same as the functor M01 introduced in [30] restrictedto CUMS. A more detailed description and more general results can be foundthere. Also in [4] a functor yielding distributions (called evaluations in [4]) isgiven on the category CUMS. A comparison with set-theoretic and completepartial order approaches can be found there.De�nition 4.14 Let X be a metric space.(a) A �-algebra A over X is a collection of subsets which is closed under com-plement and countable union.(b) The collection B(X) of Borel sets over X is the least �-algebra containingall open sets.(c) A (Borel) probability measure on X is a function � : B(X)! [0; 1] such that�(X) = 1 and � is �-additive, i.e. �([i2IAi) = Pi2I �(Ai) for countablenumber of disjoint sets Ai.(d) A probability measure � is said to have compact support if � vanishes outsidesome compact set K, i.e. �(X nK) = 0 thus �(K) = 1.(e) �(X) denotes the space of all probability measures with compact support onX.If the space X is a metric space, a metric can also be given on �(X).Lemma 4.15 Let (M;d) be a complete ultra-metric space and �; � 2 �(M).De�ne the distance d on �(M) byd(�; �) = inff� > 0 j 8O 2 O� : �(O) = �(O)gthen (�(M); d) is a complete ultra-metric space.The proof of this lemma can be found in the full version of [30]. The compactnessof the support is needed for completeness of �(M). The distance d on �(M)satis�es the equationd(�; �) = inff� > 0 j 8m 2M : �(B�(m)) = �(B�(m))g :This description of the distance is used in the remainder.The only step still needed to turn � into a functor on CUMS is to de�ne �on non-expansive functions (the arrows of CUMS).15



Lemma 4.16 Let M;N be complete ultra-metric spaces and f :M ! N a non-expansive function. De�ne �(f) : �(M)! �(N) by�(f)= ��:�B:�(f�1(B))then � is a locally non-expansive functor on CUMS.The proof of this lemma can again be found in the full version of [30]. Whenworking with distributions over sets of sequences, the following notation is use-ful. Let B be a subset of A1 then the set B=b = fw j aw 2 B g. If B is a Borelset then B=b is also a Borel set.In subsection 5.3 and 7.3 domains are built using the functors introduced inthis section.5 Local non-determinism and local probabilityIn this section a generative model for Lp is given. In this model both the non-determinism and the probability are interpreted as being local. The followingexample is used to show the e�ect of the interpretation on the interplay betweennon-determinism and probability. The example is also used in the followingsections. s = (c1 + c2)j(�c1 +� �c2)When both choices are interpreted locally, they will make the decision indepen-dent of the environment. Both non-determinism and probability are present.The statement can deadlock. For example if the non-deterministic alternativec2 is chosen then there is a probability of � that the statement will deadlock bychoosing �c1 as the probabilistic option.A linear operational semantics and a branching denotational semantics aregiven and compared.5.1 The transition systemThe operational semantics for Lp is de�ned using a generative transition system.The con�gurations are as described in section 3. The model used is generative inthe sense that a probability is bound to an action (as opposed to being boundto a statement). For some con�gurations the sum of the probabilities of alltransitions may be less than one. The remaining probability is interpreted asthe probability of deadlock.To be able to assign a probability to a1 in the next statement s, it is necessaryto �rst resolve the non-determinism. If the �rst alternative is chosen then theprobability of a1 is �, otherwise it is 0 (assuming distinct a1; a2; a3; a4).s = (a1 +� a2) + (a3 +� a4)However, after resolving the non-determinism and �nding the probabilities ofeach action it has to be clear which actions belong to which non-deterministic16



option. The auxiliary action { is used to distinguish between the di�erent non-deterministic alternatives. Each non-deterministic choice is made explicit bythe appearance of the { action.The observations in the transition system are either actions with a proba-bility assigned to them or the auxiliary action { (without a probability).De�nition 5.1 The generative transition system is given by Tp = (Decl �Res; PAct [ f { g; ! ; Spec). A transition ((Djr); a; (Djr0)) 2 ! is writtenas r a! r0.The rest of this subsection is devoted to the de�nition of Spec.The axiom (Act) expresses that action a can take an a transition with prob-ability one and then be �nished. The Rule (Rec) takes care of recursion bybody replacement. The rule (Seq) states that s1;s2 behaves like s1 until s1 isdone (the case that r = E) and after that behaves like s2 (since E;s2 = s2).The �-transition can be either an auxiliary { transition or a probabilistic �transition.� a 1�a�!E (Act)� s1 �! rx �! r if D(x) = s1 (Rec)s1; s2 �! r; s2 (Seq)The non-determinism is caused by the + and k operators. As describedearlier resolving the non-determinism is done explicitly. This is achieved by theaxioms (Choice), (Intro k�) and (Intro j).� s1 + s2 {! s1 (Choice)s1 + s2 {! s2� s1ks2 {! s1 k� s2 (Intro-k�)s1ks2 {! s2 k� s1s1ks2 {! s1js2 (Intro-j)The statement s1 k� s2 �rst resolves the non-determinism in s1. After the�rst step this results in s k�s2. The left merge is still maintained since resolvingnon-determinism is not considered a real step. After all non-determinism in s1has been resolved s1 k� s2 then takes the same action as s1. Afterwards theexecution continues with the parallel composition k of the resulting resumptionr and s2.The con�guration s1js2 resolves non-determinism in both s1 and s2 andthen tries to synchronize on the �rst step. Failure to synchronize will result indeadlock. Because of the possibility of deadlock the probability that a statements1js2 takes any step may be less than one.17



� s1 {! ss1 k� s2 {! s k� s2 (Leftmerge {)s1js2 {! sjs2 (Sync {)s2js1 {! s2js� s1 �! rs1 k� s2 �! rks2 (Leftmerge)� s1 ��c�! r1 s2 ���c�! r2s1js2 �����! r1kr2 (Sync)The statement s1 +� s2 �rst resolves the non-determinism in s1 and s2 inany order. If all non-determinism in both s1 and s2 has been resolved, s1 +� s2acts like s01 with probability � and like s02 with probability 1� �.� s1 {! ss1 +� s2 {! s+� s2 (Chance {)s2 +� s1 {! s2 +� s� s1 ��a�! s s1; s2 {6!s1 +� s2 ���a�! s (Chance �)s2 +� s1 (1��)��a�! sWith these last rules there is a subtle point that has to be taken into account.It may be possible to derive the same transition more than once. The easiestexample is s = a+ 12 aHere the transition s 12�a�!E can be derived twice. This is not the same as havingthe transition once, because the total probability of s performing an actionshould be one, not a half. This requires extra care when de�ning the operationalsemantics.Example 5.2 Let D(x) = (a+� b);c then a 1�a�!E, b 1�b�!E and c 1�c�!E by axiom
18



(Act) so (a+� b) ��a�! E rule (Chance � 1)(1��)�b�! E rule (Chance � 2)(a+� b);c ��a�! c rule (Seq)(1��)�b�! c rule (Seq)x ��a�! c 1�c�! E rule (Rec)(1��)�b�! c 1�c�! E rule (Rec) :5.2 Properties of the transition systemBefore giving the operational semantics some properties of the transition systemare stated. First some notation is introduced and then several properties of thetransition system can be shown by induction on the complexity measure wgtintroduced before.De�nition 5.3 For any statement s the following notation is introduced.(a) That s can take one or more { steps and end up in s0 is denoted by s {+! s0,i.e. s {+! s0 when s {! s0 or s {! s00 and s00 {+! s0.(b) If s can take zero or more { steps and end up in s0, s {�! s0 is written, i.e.s {�! s0 when s {+! s0 or s � s00.(c) Also, s {; s0 is used to denote that s0 is a normal form of s with regards to{ steps, i.e. s {�! s0 and s0 {6! .(d) The probability that s takes an internal step is written as �(s),�(s) = Xs ��b�! s0 �+ Xs ��b�!E �:(e) In s)O S the probabilistic options of s that belong to one non-deterministicalternative are grouped together. To be precise, s)O S if s {; s0 andS = fjn � � j s0 �!n E jgt fjn � h�; s0i j s0 �!n s0 jgt fj (1��(s0)) � � j �(s0)< 1 jg :(f) Comparable to this s)D S is de�ned as, s)D S when s {; s0 andS = fjn � � j s0 �!n E jg t fjn � h�; s0i j s0 �!n s0 jg :(g) The successor set of s, S(s) = fS j s)D S g.19



The notation s {; s0 indicates that s0 is one of the non-deterministic alter-natives of s. The notation s)O S denotes that S contains all probabilisticalternatives for a single non-deterministic alternative of s. Each probabilistictransition that can be derived n times (s0 �!n r) will also occur n times in themultiset S. This ensures the correct handling of statements like a + 12 a. Ifthe total probability is less than the one the `missing' probability (1��(s)) isinterpreted as a chance of deadlock and � is introduced.In s)O S, S is a multiset over PIAct� + PIAct � Stat. The shorthand[aI ; ha; xiJ ; �] introduced after de�nition 4.10 is used. For this speci�c case thespace A is PIAct and the space X is Stat. An element � 2 PIAct is a pair ofan internal action b and a probability �.[�I ; h�; siJ ; �] = fj�i j i 2 I jgt fj h�j ; sji j j 2 J jgt fj� � � j � > 0 jg= fj �i � bi j i 2 I jg t fj h�j � bj ; sji j j 2 J jg t fj� � � j � > 0 jg:The notation s)D S is like s)O S except that unmatched synchronizationactions are not interpreted as deadlock but maintained in the output. Thisnotation is used when comparing the operational and the denotational model.In s)D S, S is a multiset overPAct+PAct�Stat. The shorthand [aI ; ha; xiJ ]introduced in de�nition 4.10 is used. For this speci�c case the space A is PActand the space X is Stat).[�I ; h�; siJ ] = fj�i j i 2 I jgt fj h�j ; sji j j 2 J jg= fj �i � ai j i 2 I jg t fj h�j � aj ; sji j j 2 J jgThe successors of a statement are divided into a set of multisets. Eachmultiset S in the successor set S(s) of s gives all probabilistic alternatives forone non-deterministic alternative. The auxiliary { actions that are necessary toreach the non-deterministic alternative are not explicitly present. Their purposewas to be able to split the successors of s into the multisets contained in S(s).There is, in general, more than one way to reach the same multiset. This,however, is irrelevant. For non-deterministic alternatives it is not relevant howoften they occur, so the non-deterministic options form a set as opposed to amultiset.The following properties of the transition system can now be shown to hold.The proofs are based on induction on the weight. The weight function wgtintroduced in section 3 is used for this.Lemma 5.4 For Tp the following holds.(a) If s {! s0 then wgt(s0)<wgt(s) and s {6!E.(b) The auxiliary { steps and � steps are mutually exclusive, i.e. if s {! s0 thens �6! r and if s �! r then s {6! s0.(c) Tp is strongly normalizing for {-steps (no in�nite sequence s {! s1 {! s2 {! : : :exists). 20



(d) Tp is �nitely branching, that is, for all s 2 Lp:1. S(s) is a �nite set and,2. S is a �nite multiset for each S 2 S(s).(e) If s) [�I ; h�; siJ ; �] then the sum of probabilities of elements of[�I ; h�; siJ ; �] is 1. (In this sum the probability of an element occurring ntimes is counted n times).Xi2I �i +Xj2J �j + � = 1Proof(a) That s {6!E is directly clear from the transition system, the rest can beshown by induction on wgt(s). Three cases, the others are similar:[s1 + s2] If s1 + s2 {! s0 then s0 = s1 or s0 = s2. Therefore wgt(s1 + s2) =1 +wgt(s1) +wgt(s2)> wgt(s1) +wgt(s2) � wgt(s0).[s1;s2] If s1;s2 {! s0 then s1 {! s01 and s0 = s01;s2. Since wgt(s01) !< wgt(s1):wgt(s1;s2) = wgt(s1) + 1>wgt(s01) + 1 = wgt(s01;s2) = wgt(s0).[s1 +� s2] If s1 +� s2 {! s0 then s1 {! s01; s0 = s01 +� s2 or s2 {! s02; s0 = s1 +�s02.In the �rst case: wgt(s1+� s2) = 1+wgt(s1)+wgt(s2) !> 1+wgt(s01)+wgt(s2) = wgt(s0).In the second case: wgt(s1 +� s2) = 1 + wgt(s1) + wgt(s2) !> 1 +wgt(s1) +wgt(s02) = wgt(s0).(b) Directly clear from the transition system.(c) Direct consequence of part (a).(d) Clear by induction on wgt(s) using part (a).(e) Clear from the de�nition of s)O S. 2With these properties in place the operational semantics can be found fromthe transition system. First the domains which are used to de�ne the operationaland denotational semantics are de�ned.5.3 Domains for generative modelsThe domains that are used have three levels. The basic level is that of actions,possibly followed by a process. On top of the action level there are the levelsof non-determinism and probability. For the generative models probability isassigned to actions, so the �rst level on top of the action level is that of probabil-ity. The probabilistic choice is described using multisets in a branching domain21



and using distribution in a linear domain. The non-deterministic level is put ontop of the probabilistic level. The non-determinism is described using sets.generative domain example(s)top level (P) Pnco(Q ) f fj a; a; b jg; fj b; ha; pi jg gmiddle level(Q ) Mf (R) fj a; a; b; hb; pi jgaction level(R) A+A� P a; b; ha; piStructure of a (branching) generative domain.A linear domain, a mixed domain and two branching domains are given be-low. A model using a linear, mixed or branching domain are called a linear,mixed or branching model, respectively. In the style of [16] these models can beordered by their distinguishing power. The situation here, however, is a lot sim-pler. There are two branching models, a denotational model and an operational-like model which distinguishes fewer statements than the denotational model.The term operational-like model is used for a model based on the transition sys-tem but de�ned on another domain than the operational domain. The mixedmodel is a version of the operational model in which the non-determinism isdescribed in a linear fashion but the probability in a branching way. As onemight expect the mixed model distinguishes less than the branching models andthe linear model less than the mixed model.The linear model is used for the operational meanings. When a machineexecutes a statement only the resulting actions are visible. The choices a ma-chine makes cannot be observed, only their result. This is reected in a lineardomain, where the moment of choice is not visible.When composing statements the moments of choice are relevant to the be-havior of the composed system. For the denotational semantics, which is basedon composing meanings, a branching domain, which does include the momentsof choice, is used. This branching information is actually only needed if choiceis interpreted as global choice, as for local choice the moment of choice is ir-relevant. The mixed domain remembers the moments of choice for probability,but not the moments of choice for non-determinism. The mixed domain is usedfor the comparison of the (branching) denotational semantics and the (linear)operational semantics.In the operational semantics deadlock is modeled explicitly. The symbol � isincluded in the domain to model deadlock. The only cause of deadlock in thisreport is failure to synchronize. The sets modeling the non-deterministic choicecan be assumed to be non-empty since there is always at least one alternative,possibly to deadlock with probability one.There are two possible causes for synchronization to fail. There may be anunmatched synchronization action or an actual attempt to synchronize may fail.The �rst situation does not lead to deadlock in the denotational model. Thestatement may still be composed with a statement that matches the synchro-nization action. The second situation will also fail in the denotational semanticsand is modeled by a total probability of less than one. The statement cjb canbe modeled by f fj jg g (singleton the empty multiset) which indicates that the22



statement only has one option, to deadlock with probability one.In the branching domain the information about the moment of choice isincorporated. The non-determinism is described using non-empty �nite sets.Every element in the set is one possible non-deterministic alternative. A tech-nical problem with the space of �nite sets is that this space is not complete.To solve this problem the space is expanded to contain all non-empty compactsets. The functor that yields this space is Pnco(�).As described before, multiple occurrences of probabilistic options should notbe identi�ed and therefore multisets rather than sets are used to describe theprobability. These multisets are also �nite. The functor giving the space ofnonempty �nite multisets isMf . The space of �nite multisets is compact so noexpansion is required here.The action level consists of a set of possible actions Act which may be fol-lowed by a process, i.e. an element of the domain Pd. In the generative modelthe actions are labeled with the probability of this action occurring (number in[0; 1]), yielding PAct as the set of possible actions. The pairing of an action withthe process that may follow is done by �. The + provides the choice betweena single action or an action followed by a process.The following domain equations describe the branching domain used for thedenotational semantics.Pd ' Pnco(Q d)Q d ' Mf (Rd)Rd ' PAct+ PAct� id 12 (Pd)In the operational semantics only the internal actions are allowed (also la-beled with a probability) giving PIAct as the set of possible actions. Unmatchedsynchronization actions lead to deadlock. The following domain equations de-scribe the domain for a branching operational-like semantics.Pb ' Pnco(Q b)Q b ' Mf (Rb)Rb ' PIAct� [ PIAct� PbThe branching operational-like semantics is used to compare the operationaland the denotational semantics.In the mixed domain the moment of probabilistic choice is remembered.The moment of non-deterministic choice is abstracted away by collecting allnon-determinism. This yields the following domain equations for a mixed oper-ational-like semantics.Pm = Pnco(Qm)Qm ' Mf (Rm)Rm ' PIAct� [ PIAct� id 12 (Qm)23



The mixed operational-like semantics is used for the comparison of the opera-tional and the denotational semantics. Since all non-deterministic choices arecollected, the non-determinacy may be no longer �nite because there may be in-�nitely many choices in the execution of a statement. (See the example below.)The compact sets capture exactly the in�nite non-deterministic choice obtainedfrom collecting �nite non-deterministic choices. The expansion from �nite tocompact subsets is needed here for more than technical reasons.s = xD(x) = (a+ b);xThe execution of s is a not ending sequence of choosing between a and b. Col-lecting all choices results in a choice from any in�nite sequence of a's and b's.This is clearly not a �nite choice.In the linear domain the moment of probabilistic choice should not bepresent. To abstract from the moment of probabilistic choice all probabilityis collected. As with the non-deterministic choice this might result in an in�nitechoice. Consider the example below which can be seen as an in�nite sequenceof fair coin tosses. s = xD(x) = (a+ 12 b);xThere are in�nitely many possible sequences of actions. However, each of thesesequences has probability 0 of occurring. (The probability of the �rst actionoccurring is 12 , the probability of the �rst two actions occurring is 14 , etc. So theprobability of the complete trace occuring is 0.) This indicates that (multi)setsare insu�cient to describe the behavior the statement s. Distributions (onsequences of actions) are used instead. The domain Pl described by the followingdomain equations is used for the (linear) operational semantics.Pl = Pnco(Q l)Q l = �(Rl)Rl = IAct1�In the next subsections these domains are used for a comparative semanticsfor the language Lp with local interpretation of both kinds of choice. In sec-tion 6 these domains are used again, there for a comparative semantics for thelanguage Lp with local interpretation of non-deterministic choice and a globalinterpretation of probabilistic choice.5.4 Operational semanticsThe operational semantics uses the generative linear domain, Pl, described inthe previous subsection. 24



The operational semantics of a statement s is a set of distributions. Theprobability that the sequence of actions that s takes are in a given set B de-pends on the non-deterministic choices now and in the future. If s {; s0)Sthe current non-deterministic choice is the alternative s0. The possible futurenon-deterministic choices are collected in O(s0) for each h� � b; s0i in S. Mak-ing the future non-deterministic choices consist of picking a distribution � fromO(s0) for each s0. Each possible combination of these distributions will yield apossible distribution for s0.In the de�nition below making the current non-deterministic choice is de-scribed by the �rst equation. Making all future non-deterministic choices andcombining the chosen distribution to one new distribution is described by thesecond equation. In the equations below the notation introduced in de�nition4.10, de�nition 5.3 and the remarks following these de�nitions is used. Addi-tionally, �x = � 1 if x is true0 otherwise.De�nition 5.5 The operational semantics O is given byO(s) = Ss)O S bO(S)bO([�I ; h�; siJ ; �]) =f�B.Pi2I �i ��bi2B +Pj2J �j � �j(B=bj) + � ���2B j �J 2 O(sJ) g :The �rst equation should be clear. In the second equation there are threepossible situations. If � � b 2 S it contributes � to the probability of a sequencein B occurring whenever b 2 B. If � 2 B then the deadlock component �contributes to the probability of B. If h� � b; si 2 S it will contribute to theprobability of a sequence in B occurring only if there is a sequence in B thatstarts with a b and s can do the rest of the sequence. The chance that s willdo the rest of the sequence depends on the non-deterministic choices made in s.If the non-deterministic choices result in a distribution � then the probabilityof doing the rest of a sequence in B that starts with a b is �(B=b). The totalcontribution of h� � b; si becomes � � �(B=b).The de�nition can be justi�ed by showing that it is the �xed point of ahigher-order transformation.Lemma 5.6 Let Sem = Stat 1! Po and let � : Sem! Sem be given by�( )(s) = Ss)O S �̂( )(S)�̂( )([�I ; h�; siJ ; �]) =f�B.Pi2I �i ��bi2B +Pj2J �j � �j(B=bj) + � ���2B j �J 2  (sJ ) g :then � has a unique �xed point, i.e. there is exactly one function O satisfyingthe equations in de�nition 5.5. 25



Proof Su�cient to show that � is a contractive function. Using Banach'stheorem this gives that � has a unique �xed point.Note that B 12 �(a � w)=b = � ; if a 6= bB�(w) otherwise.Let  1;  2 2 Sem with d( 1;  2) < � be given. Then d( 1(s);  2(s)) < � forall s 2 Stat. This gives that for all �1 2  1(s) there is a �2 2  2(s) such thatd(�1; �2)< �.To show that d(�( 1);�( 2)) � 12� one has to show that for all s 2 Statand all � 2 �̂( 1)(s) there is a �0 2 �̂( 2)(s) with a distance to � of 12� or less.The reverse (being able to �nd a � for each �0) holds by symmetry.Let s 2 Stat and � 2 �̂( 1)(s) then� = �B.Xi2I �i ��b2B +Xj2J �j � �j(B=b) + � ���2Bfor some �j 2  1(sj), (j 2 J). For each �j there is a �0j 2  2(s) such thatd(�j ; �0j)< �. De�ne�0 = �B.Xi2I �i ��b2B +Xj2J �j � �0j(B=bj) + � ���2B :Then�(B 12 �(aw))� �0(B 12 �(aw)) = Xj2J �j � ��j(B 12 �(aw)=bj)� �0j(B 12 �(aw)=bj)�= Xj2J^bj=a �j � ��j(B�(w))� �0j(B�(w))�= 0:This gives that for each � 2 �( 1)(s) there is a �0 2 �( 2)(s) such thatd(�; �0) � 12�. Since this follows for all s 2 Stat, d(�( 1);�( 2)) � 12�. 2This completes the de�nition of the operational semantics. Lemma 5.6 il-lustrates the use of a higher-order function to show correctness of reexive def-initions. The same technique can be used for other de�nitions below but thehigher-order functions are not given explicitly.5.5 Denotational semanticsWhen checking properties of a statement one wants to be able to decomposethe statement in parts and work with the parts of the statement. This re-quires a way of �nding how the parts of the statement compose. One wantsto describe the meaning of a statement based on the meaning of the parts of astatement (compositionality principle). The denotational semantics will use thecompositionality principle to give the meaning of a statement. For each of the26



syntactical operators (p.e. `k') a semantical counterpart is de�ned which buildsthe (denotational) meaning of a composed system (p.e. s1ks2).The operational semantics is not compositional. The statements c1 and c2have the same operational behavior, but within the context 2 k�c1 they behavedi�erently. (Here 2 indicates the place in the context where a statement canbe substituted.) This means that the operational behavior does not containsu�cient information to be able to compose statements. For the denotationalmodel extra information about a statement is maintained. Information aboutunmatched synchronization actions and about moments of choice is added. Asmentioned before the branching information is not really needed for local in-terpretation of choice, only for global interpretation of choice. Unmatched syn-chronization actions are visible and do not result in deadlock. The domain Pd asdescribed in subsection 5.3 is used. On the domain Pd the semantical operatorsare de�ned as follows:De�nition 5.7 All operators are non-expansive functions that take pairs of (de-notational) processes and yield a single process. Op = Pd � Pd 1! Pd(a) The operator + 2 Op is de�ned byp1 + p2 = p1 [ p2(b) The operator +� 2 Op is de�ned byp1 +� p2 = f q1 +0� q2 j q1 2 p1; q2 2 p2 gq1 +0� q2 = �q1 t (1� �)q2 :where �q is short for fj �� � a j � � a 2 q jg t fj h�� � a; pi j h� � a; pi 2 q jg.(c) The operator ; 2 Op is de�ned byp1;p2 = f q1;0p2 j q1 2 p1 gq;0p = fj h�; pi j � 2 q jg t fj h�; p0;pi j h�; p0i 2 q jg :(d) The operator k 2 Op is de�ned byp1kp2 = p1 k�p2 [ p1 k� p2 [ p1jp2p1 k� p2 = f q1 k�0 p2 j q1 2 p1 gq k�0 p = fj h�; pi j � 2 q jg t fj h�; p0kpi j h�; p0i 2 q jgp1jp2 = fj q1j0q2 j q1 2 p1; q2 2 p2 jgq1j0q2 = fj �� � � j � � c 2 q1; � � �c 2 q2 jgt fj h�� � �; pi j h� � c; pi 2 q1; � � �c 2 q2 jgt fj h�� � �; pi j � � c 2 q1; h� � �c; pi 2 q2 jgt fj h�� � �; pkp0i j h� � c; pi 2 q1; h� � �c; p0i 2 q2 jg :27



Note that for p1jp2 may have a total probability of less than one. It may evenbe the empty multiset. The `missing' probability is interpreted as a probabilityof deadlock.The de�nitions are reexive but can be shown to be correct using metricmachinery by de�ning each operator as the �xed point of a contractive higherorder function 
:Op�Op! Op.The operators introduced above are non-expansive by de�nition. For theoperator `;' this can be strengthened. The operator `;' is non-expansive in its�rst component and contractive in its second, i.e.d(p1;p2; p01;p02) � maxf d(p1; p01); 12 � d(p2; p02) g :To justify the following de�nition, D can be de�ned as the �xed point of ahigher-order mapping. Contractiveness of `;' in its second argument is requiredfor contractiveness of this higher-order mapping.De�nition 5.8 D:Lp ! Pd is given byD(a) = ffj 1 � a jggD(x) = D(D(x))D(s1 op s2) = D(s1) op D(s2) :A single action a acts like a with probability one. Recursion is handled by bodyreplacement and the semantical operator op is used to give the meaning of anystatement built using the syntactic construct op. The operator op is one ofoperations `+', `+�', `;' or `k'.Example 5.9 Let D(x) = (a+� b);c thenD(x) = D(D(x)) = D((a+� b);c) = D(a+� b);D(c)= D(a) +� D(b);f fj 1 � c jg g = f fj 1 � a jg g+�f fj 1 � b jg g;f fj 1 � c jg g= f fj � � a; (1� �) � b jg g;f fj 1 � c jg g= f fj h� � a; f fj 1 � c jg gi; h(1� �) � b; f fj 1 � c jg gi jg g
� � a (1� �) � b

1 � c 1 � c28



5.6 Comparing the operational and denotational seman-ticsThe denotational semantics maintains more information than the operationalsemantics. As described in the previous section this is necessary to achieve com-positionality. The branching structure and unmatched synchronization actionsare still in the semantics. To compare the denotational and operational se-mantics a series of operational-like intermediate semantics are introduced. Stepby step the extra information needed for the denotational semantics is added,starting from the operational semantics.The �rst step is to introduce an operational-like semantics on a mixed do-main. This adds the information about the probabilistic branching structure.The mixed operational-like model on the domain Pm as introduced in subsection5.3 (page 23) is de�ned as:De�nition 5.10 The mixed operational-like semantics Om is given byOm(s) = f [�I ; h�; qiJ ; �] j qJ 2 O(sJ ); s)O [�I ; h�; siJ ; �] g :First a non-deterministic alternative [�I ; h�; siJ ; �] is chosen by resolving thecurrent non-determinism. For each probabilistic option in [�I ; h�; siJ ; �], all fu-ture non-deterministic choices are made by selecting a qi 2 O(si). By combiningall the selected qi the multiset [�I ; h�; qiJ ; �] is obtained. Each [�I ; h�; qiJ ; �]represents an option of s in which all non-determinism has been resolved.The mixed domain can be related to the linear domain by the followingabstraction function that removes the probabilistic branching structure.De�nition 5.11 The abstraction function abs1:Pm ! Pl is de�ned as:abs1(p) = f abs10(q) j q 2 p gabs01([�I ; h�; qiJ ; �])(B) = Xi2I �i ��bi2B +Xj2J �j � abs01(qj)(B=bj) + � ���2BThe abstraction function abs1 is only well-de�ned on a subspace of the do-main Pm. This is not a problem since Om only yields results within this sub-space. The operational semantics is an abstraction of the mixed model intro-duced above. If from the result Om(s) the probabilistic branching structure isremoved, the operational semantics of s is obtained.Lemma 5.12 O(s) = abs1(Om(s)).The next step is to introduce an operational-like model on a branchingdomain. The information about the non-deterministic branching structure isadded. The branching operational-like model on the domain Pb as introducedin subsection 5.3 is de�ned below.De�nition 5.13 The function Ob : L+p ! Pb is given asOb(s) = f [�I ; h�; piJ ; �] j pJ = Ob(sJ ); s)O [�I ; h�; siJ ; �] g :29



A non-deterministic option [�I ; h�; siJ ; �] is selected. For each probabilisticelement of this option the semantics is found. For elements of the form � or� � � this is simply the element itself. For elements of the form h�; si this ish�;Ob(s)i.The branching domain can be related to the mixed domain by the followingabstraction function that removes the non-deterministic branching structure.De�nition 5.14 The abstraction function abs2:Pb ! Pm is de�ned as:abs2(p) = [[�I ;h�;piJ ;�]2pf [�I ; h�; qiJ ; �] j qJ 2 abs2(pJ ) g :The mixed model is an abstraction of the branching model introduced above.If from Ob(s) the non-deterministic branching structure is removed, the mixedsemantics of s is obtained.Lemma 5.15 Om(s) = abs2(Ob(s)).The last step is to introduce an operational-like semantics on the denota-tional domain and to show that this model coincides with the denotationalsemantics. The unmatched synchronization actions are added and deadlock isremoved. The intermediate model O� on the denotational domain is de�ned as:De�nition 5.16 The function O� : L+p ! Pd is given asO�(s) = f [�I ; h�; piJ ] j pJ = O�(sJ); s)D [�I ; h�; siJ ] g :The denotational domain can be related to the branching operational styledomain by the following abstraction function that removes the communicationactions and introduces deadlock where needed.De�nition 5.17 The function abs3:Pd ! Pb is de�ned as:abs3(p) = f abs03(q) j q 2 p gabs03(q) = fj� j � 2 q jg t fj h�; abs3(p)i j h�; pi 2 q jgt fj (1��(q)) � � j �(q)< 1 jg�(q) = X��b2q �+ Xh��b;pi2q � :�(q) gives the probability that the next action in q is an internal action.The model on the branching domain is an abstraction of the model on thedenotational domain. If in O�(s) the synchronization actions and `missing'probability are replaced by deadlock, Ob(s) is obtained.Lemma 5.18 Ob = abs3 � O�.
30



That D and O� coincide (on Lp) can be checked using the higher-orderfunction �� implicitly used to de�ne O�. It is su�cient to show that ��(D) = D.Because the �xed point of �� is unique, this implies that D = O�.The denotational semantics is only de�ned on Lp where O� is de�ned onL+p . The higher-order function �� expects an argument that is de�ned on L+p .This is why D is expanded to L+p , visually by addingD(s1 k� s2) = D(s1) k�D(s2)D(s1 j s2) = D(s1) j D(s2) :Lemma 5.19 D is a �xed point of ��, i.e. ��(D)(s) = D(s).Proof By induction on wgt(s). Only the two most interesting cases are given.D(s1 +� s2) = D(s1) +� D(s2)!= ��(D)(s1) +� ��(D)(s2)= f [�I ; h�; piJ ] j pJ = D(sJ); s1)D [�I ; h�; siJ ] g+� f [�I0 ; h�; piJ0 ] j pJ0 = D(sJ0); s2)D [�I0 ; h�; siJ0 ] g= f [�I ; h�; piJ ] +0� [�I0 ; h�; piJ0 ] j pJ+J0 = D(sJ+J0);s1)D [�I ; h�; siJ ]; s2)D [�I0 ; h�; siJ0 ] g= f fj (���i) � ai; h(���j) � aj ; pji j i; j 2 I; J jgt fj ((1� �)��i) � ai; h((1� �)��j) � aj ; pji j i; j 2 I 0; J 0 jgj pJ+J0 = D(sJ+J0); s1)D [�I ; h�; siJ ];s2)D [�I0 ; h�; siJ0 ] g= f [�I ; h�; piJ ] j pJ = D(sJ ); s1 +� s2)D [�I ; h�; siJ ] g= ��(D)(s1 +� s2)D(s1 + s2) = D(s1) +D(s2)!= ��(D)(s1) + ��(D)(s2)= f [�I ; h�; piJ ] j pJ = D(sJ ); s1)D [�I ; h�; siJ ] g[ f [�I ; h�; piJ ] j pJ = D(sJ ); s2)D [�I ; h�; siJ ] g= f [�I ; h�; piJ ] j pJ = D(sJ ); (s1)D [�I ; h�; siJ ] _s2)D [�I ; h�; siJ ]) g= f [�I ; h�; piJ ] j pJ = D(sJ ); s1 + s2)D [�I ; h�; siJ ] g= ��(D)(s1 + s2) : 2Combining the results in this section gives that the operational semantics isan abstraction of the denotational semantics.Theorem 5.20 The operational semantics is an abstraction of the denotationalsemantics, O = abs � D. 31



Proof De�ne abs = abs1�abs2�abs3 then by the previous lemmas O = abs�D:O = [lemma 5:12] abs1 � Om= [lemma 5:15] abs1 � abs2 � Ob= [lemma 5:18] abs1 � abs2 � abs3 � O�= [lemma 5:19] abs � D : 2The result obtained in theorem 5.20 gives that D is correct with respect toO (i.e. D(s1) = D(s2)) O(s1) = O(s2)). Correctness gives that if D identi�estwo statements then O will certainly identify them. The following exampleshows that the reverse does not hold. O identi�es more statements than D.Example 5.21 Take s1 = c1 and s2 = c2 thenO(s1) = O(s2)D(s1) 6= D(s2)That Ob lies in between Om and D can be seen from the lemmas 5.15 and 5.18.Likewise, that Om lies in between O and Ob can be seen from the lemmas 5.12and 5.15. For each step there are easy examples that show that the inclusionsare strict. abs3Obabs2Omabs1O

D = O�

This completes the comparative semantics for the combination of the localinterpretation of non-determinism and the local interpretation of probability.6 Local non-determinism and global probabilityThe goal in this section is to give the probabilistic choice a global interpretation.The probabilistic choice will wait to see what the environment has to o�er beforecommitting itself to an option. Or looking at it di�erently, it is possible to32



backtrack over a coin toss if the choice made would result in deadlock. For thecanonical example s = (c1 + c2)j(�c1 +� �c2)this would yield the following. The statement s has two non-deterministic al-ternatives, synchronizing on c1 or synchronizing on c2. Both options will give �(with probability one). In this example there is no longer any probability. Theglobal probabilistic choice is determined by the local non-deterministic choice.The probabilistic choice is delayed until after the non-deterministic choice isresolved. Options that would fail (result in direct deadlock) are left out ofconsideration.6.1 Transition system and operational semanticsThe transition system that was introduced in the previous section �rst resolvedthe non-deterministic choice and then the probabilistic choice. This means thatthe probabilistic choice already waits for the environment to make its (non-deterministic) choices. The only thing that remains to be done is to remove theunmatched synchronization actions. The di�erence with the previous section iscreated by the way these actions are removed. Instead of being interpreted asfailure, the unmatched actions are interpreted as possibilities that are not used.The transition system Tp can be used again.The unmatched actions are removed. If other alternatives exist then anunmatched action does not cause deadlock but is simply ignored. The proba-bilistic choice will avoid deadlock. If the sum of probabilities of allowed actionsis less then one, the missing probability should not be interpreted as deadlockbut as an option that will be avoided. The notation s)O S introduced in theprevious section speci�es that S contains all probabilistic options of one non-deterministic option of s. If s)O [�I ; h�; siJ ; �] the available options for s aredoing �i (for some i 2 I) or doing �j and continuing with sj (for some j 2 J).The chance that an option that deadlocks is chosen is � i.e. the missing prob-ability is �. Since deadlocking options will be avoided the probability of theother options should be normalized to one. The normalization can be done bydividing by 1� �.The models given here are again generative. A probability is assigned to anaction. The level of non-determinism comes on top of the probabilistic level.This is the same construction as was used in section 5. The resulting domainsare the same. For the branching denotational domain the interpretation isdi�erent, as described in the next subsection. For the other domains also theinterpretation remains the same.The operational semantics will be given using a linear domain. The domainis the same as the domain Pl introduced in subsection 5.3.
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De�nition 6.1O(lg)(s) = Ss)O S bO(lg)(S)bO(lg)([�I ; h�; siJ ; �]) = f�B ���2B g if � = 1, otherwise:bO(lg)([�I ; h�; siJ ; �]) =f�B.Pi2I �i��bi2B(1��) +Pj2J �j ��j(B=bj)(1��) j �J 2 O(lg)(sJ) g:This de�nition is similar to the de�nition 5.5. There are only small di�er-ences that are caused by the di�erent interpretation of unmatched synchroniza-tion actions and missing probability. The probabilities are normalized and thereis no deadlock if other options exist. If no other options exist, then deadlockwill also occur in this model.6.2 Denotational semantics, relating O(lg) and DIt is not possible to know which synchronization attempts will succeed and whichwill fail without knowing the environment. Therefore the denotational semanticsmaintains the unmatched synchronization actions in the outputs. This meansthat unmatched synchronization actions can not cause deadlock. The othersituation resulting in deadlock in the previous section was missing probability.In section 5 this missing probability was interpreted as a probability of dead-lock. Here, however, such deadlock would be avoided by the probabilistic choice.Instead of the missing probability being interpreted as deadlock, the probabilitythat is present should be interpreted as relative to the total probability present.If the only action available is a labeled with 12 then the probability of a happen-ing is 1. If there are two actions, a labeled with 14 and b labeled with 12 , then theprobability of a occurring would be 13 and the probability of b occurring wouldbe 23 .Other than the di�erent interpretation of multisets of labeled actions, the de-notational domain is the same as in section section 5. The semantical operatorsare also the same as the operators introduced in de�nition 5.7. By choosing1 aninitial label of 1 for the actions, the function D is the same as in the previoussection, as it is built from the same base using the same operators. The deno-tational semantics gives the same result as in in the previous section but thisresult is interpreted di�erently.The comparison of the operational and denotational model is similar to thecomparison done in the previous section. An operational-like model is de�nedon the mixed time domain Pm, on the branching time domain Pb and on thedomain Pd. Suitable abstraction functions are used to relate each of thesemodels. Finally the operational-like model on the denotational domain is shownto coincide with the denotational semantics.1The interpretation of labels being relative to the sum of all labels leaves the initial valueundetermined. Starting with an initial label of, for instance, 12 would yield the same interpre-tation of the resulting multiset. 34



The only step which is repeated here is the introduction of an abstractionfunction from the denotational to the branching operational domain. Sincethe interpretation of an element of the denotational domain is di�erent thanbefore, the abstraction function taking the denotational meanings to branchingtime operational meanings, will also be di�erent. The interpretation of theoperational domains has not changed, so the abstraction functions used beforeshould still be valid. The only thing that changes is the operational-like models.The operational-like models will not be worked out here. The models can beconstructed as is done in section 5, with a normalization added as with O(lg)above.The abstraction function abs4 replaces the abstraction function abs3De�nition 6.2 abs4:Pd ! Pb is given byabs4(p) = fabs04(q) j q 2 pgabs04(q) = ( fj 1 � � jg �(q) = 0fj ��(q) j � 2 q jgt fj h ��(q) ; abs4(p)i j h�; pi 2 q jg otherwise,where �(q) as in de�nition 5.17.The abstraction function removes the unmatched synchronization actions andnormalizes the probabilities. Deadlock is introduced where needed.The following can be shown by introducing the operational-like semantics asdescribed above.Theorem 6.3 The operational semantics is an abstraction of the denotationalsemantics.Proof De�ne abs = abs1 � abs2 � abs4 then O(lg) = abs � D can be shown inthe same way as was done in section 5. 2The result obtained in theorem 6.3 gives that D is correct with respectto O(lg). The di�erent distinguishing powers of the models are related in thesame way as before. O(lg) identi�es more statements than O(lg)m which identi�esmore statements than O(lg)b . The denotational semantics, D, identi�es the leastnumber of statements.As the denotational model is the same as in the previous section, both modelscertainly identify exactly the same statements. For the operational models thisis not the case. The operational model introduced in this section identi�es morestatements than the operational model introduced in the previous section. Thefollowing example shows why.Example 6.4 Let s1 = b and s2 = b+ 12 c thenO(s1) 6= O(s1)O(lg)(s1) = O(lg)(s1) :The statements s1 and s2 are identi�ed by O(lg) since the extra option c woulddeadlock and is therefore ignored. 35



That the operational model O(lg) identi�es all the statements that the oper-ational model of the O identi�es can be seen by introducing an abstractionfunction that removes � if there are other options and normalizes the probabil-ities. abs4O(lg)babs2O(lg)mabs1O(lg)

D = O�
O abs(lg)abs O(lg)D

This completes the comparative semantics for the combination of the localinterpretation of non-determinism and the global interpretation of probability.7 Global non-determinism and local probabilityThe only di�erence between the two models presented so far is how they dealwith failed synchronization attempts. The transition systems and denotationalmodels even coincide. This close relation is a consequence of the decision toresolve non-determinism and then resolve probability. A similar close relationcannot be expected when the non-determinism is interpreted globally insteadof the probability. This would require the probability to be somehow resolved�rst. This conicts with the choice of resolving non-determinism �rst.When probability is resolved before non-determinism then at the momentthe probability is resolved it is not always known what the next action will be.The following example shows this.a+� (b+ c)A probability has to be assigned to the process b+c instead of to a single action.The use of a generative model seems inappropriate. A strati�ed model, whichassigns probability to processes, seems more natural.In the canonical example2 (c1 + c2)j(�c1 +� �c2)2Although j is not explicitly present in Lp, it expresses part of the behavior of k.36



there are two (probabilistic) options. Synchronize on �c1 with probability � orsynchronize on �c2 with probability 1� �.In the example there is no non-determinism: the local probabilistic choicedetermines the global non-deterministic choice. A non-deterministic choice isdelayed until the probabilistic choice has been resolved. Options that would fail(result in direct deadlock) are left out of consideration.7.1 The transition systemTo be able to describe the assignment of probabilities to processes, making aprobabilistic decision is viewed as an explicit action. The probability will occuras an action in the transition system. A statement s1+�s2 can take a � transitionto s1 or a 1�� transition to s2. In general, if a statement can make � transitionto r this means that a probabilistic choice has to be made and with probability� the statement will behave like r after this choice.The con�gurations for the transition system are the same as before. Theobservations are di�erent. As probabilities are no longer assigned to actions, theactions will no longer have a label giving their probability. Instead probabilitiesoccur as transitions themselves. The non-deterministic choice does not need tobe made explicit by the special action any more. The role of the { (dividing thepossible actions into groups) is now incorporated into the � transitions.Obs = Act [ [0; 1]In the following transition system negative premises are used several times.Correctness of the transition system can be shown using induction on the weightfunction wgt.De�nition 7.1 The transition system Tps is given by Tps = (Decl�Res;Act [[0; 1]; ! ; Spec). A transition ((Djr); a; (Djr0)) 2 ! is written as r a! r0. Specis given in two parts. The �rst part concerns the transitions labeled with ac-tions.� a a!E (Act)� s1 a! rx a! r if D(x) = s1 (Rec)s1; s2 a! r; s2 (Seq)� s1 a! rs1 + s2 a! r if s2 �6! r1 (Choice)s2 + s1 a! r if s2 �6! r137



� s1 a! rs1ks2 a! rks2 if s2 �6! r1 (Merge)s2ks1 a! s1kr if s2 �6! r1� s1 c! r1 s2 �c! r2s1ks2 �! r1kr2 (Sync)The second part concerns the transitions labeled with a probability � 2 [0; 1].� s1 +� s2 �! s1 (Chance)s1 +� s2 1��! s2� s1 �! rx �! r if D(x) = s1 (Rec �)s1; s2 �! r; s2 (Seq �)� s1 �! rs1 + s2 �! r + s2 (Choice �)s2 + s1 �! s2 + r if s2 �6! r0� s1 �! rs1ks2 �! rks2 (Merge �)s2ks1 �! s2kr if s2 �6! r0Note the reversal of the roles of `+' and `+�' compared with Tp. A single atakes an a transition and is done. There is no probability label. Recursion ishandled by body replacement.A probabilistic choice is resolved by a transition, labeled with the associ-ated probability, to one of the alternatives. The probabilistic choice is resolveddirectly and no longer waits for the non-determinism to be resolved.Resolving non-deterministic is no longer made explicit by the use of an {action. Instead, resolving the non-determinism is done implicitly by the tran-sition system. For a statement s there may be more than one outgoing actiontransition. The non-determinism is resolved only after all probability (for the�rst step) has been resolved. This is expressed by the rules (Choice)Probability being resolved propagates through the non-deterministic choiceas expressed by the rules (Choice � 1) and (Choice � 2). The probability on theleft hand side is resolved �rst. Similar remarks hold for parallel composition.38



The rules for sequential composition and recursion have the same form asbefore. Both rules have been split in two parts, one part dealing with actionsthe other with probabilities.The transition is de�ned using negative premises. Showing the transitionsystem is still well de�ned can easily be done by induction on wgt. For eachrule in the transition system the weight of the left hand side of the conclusionis more than the weight of all the left hand sides of the premises.7.2 Properties of the transition systemAnalogous to the de�nition given for the generative transition system somenotation is given. Note again the reversal of the roles of non-determinism andthe probability also visible in this de�nition.How often a probabilistic transition occurs is important. When combin-ing consecutive probabilistic choices, the number of occurrences of a combinedtransition should be remembered. This makes the following de�nition morecomplicated than the corresponding one in section 5.De�nition 7.2 For any statement s the following notation is introduced.(a) That s can take one or more � steps and end up in s0 in n di�erent ways isdenoted by s �+!n s0. To be precise, when1. s �!l s0 and2. s �1!m s00 and s00 �+2!k s with � = �1 � �2,then s �+!(l+m�k) s0. If only 1 holds then s �+!l s0 and if only 2 holds thens �+!(m�k) s0.(b) If s can take zero or more � steps and end up in s0 then s ��!n s0 is written,i.e. s ��!n s0 when � = 1, n = 1 and s � s0 or when s �+!n s0.(c) Also, s �;n s0 is used to denote that s' is a normal form of s with respect to� steps, i.e. s �;n s0 when s ��!n s0 and s0 �6! .(d) The successor (multi)set of s,S(s) = fjn��� � fa j s0 a!E g[ f ha; s00i j s0 a! s00 g� j s �;n s0 jg :(e) If s b6! , i.e. if there are no r; b such that s b! r, then s is said to block.The transitions of a statement are divided into a multiset of sets. Each setdescribes the non-deterministic alternatives for a single probabilistic alterna-tive. If it turns out that a non-deterministic alternative is not possible (would39



deadlock) then it is left out of consideration. Using the generative transitionsystem there were two possible ways to obtain deadlock.The �rst was by causing missing probability. This does not occur usingthe strati�ed transition system of this section. For a statement there are twopossibilities. A statement (is non-probabilistic and) has the choice of severalactions or the statement is probabilistic; it can choose between two probabilistictransitions. The probabilistic transition are � and 1�� for some �, so their sumis always one.The second way to obtain deadlock was an unmatched synchronization ac-tion. If no other (non-deterministic) option is available, an unmatched syn-chronization action will also cause deadlock in the operational model given insection.Lemma 7.3 For Tps the following holds:(a) If s �! s0 then wgt(s0)<wgt(s).(b) Tps is strongly normalizing for �-steps (no in�nite sequence s �1! s1 �2! : : :exists).(c) Tps is �nitely branching, that is, for all s 2 Lp:1. S(s) is a �nite multiset and,2. S is a �nite set for each � � S 2 S(s).(d) The sum of probabilities of all probabilistic alternatives for each statementis one. Xs �;n s0 n � � = 1Proof(a) Clear by induction on wgt(s).(b) Direct consequence of (a).(c) The �rst part is clear using (b). The second part follows by induction onwgt(s).(d) Part (b) allows the use of induction to the maximum number of � stepsrequired to reach a normal form s0. If no steps are required then � and nare one by de�nition of �;n . Otherwise use that if s �1! s1 then also s 1��1! s2for some s2 and these are the only transitions for s (which can be proven byinduction wgt(s)). This gives:Xs �;n s0 n � � = Xs1 �;m s0m � �1 � � + Xs2 �;k s0 k � (1� �1) � �40



This equality still holds if s1 and s2 (or any of their derivatives) are thesame since the multiplicity of transitions is accounted for. 2With these properties in place the operational semantics can be found fromthe transition system. First the domains which are used to de�ne the operationaland denotational semantics are de�ned.7.3 Domains for strati�ed modelsIn the domains for the generative models the level describing probability is builtdirectly on top of the actions. In a strati�ed model probability is assigned to a,possibly non-deterministic, process instead of to an action. To allow assigninga probability to a non-deterministic process, the probability level is built ontothe level describing non-determinism. The non-deterministic level is built uponthe actions. strati�ed domain example(s)top level(P) Mf (Q ) fj f a; hb; pi g; fa; hb; pi g; f ha; p0i g jgmiddle level(Q ) Pnco(R) fa; b; hb; pi gaction level(R) A+A� P a; b; ha; piStructure of a (branching) strati�ed domain.Compared with the structure of a (branching) generative domain, given in sub-section 5.3, the top and middle level have been reversed.The following domain equations describe a branching domain for the strati-�ed operational semantics. A branching instead of a linear domain is used sinceit is, at present, not clear how to abstract away the moments of choice in thestrati�ed domain. (See section 8 for some comments on this point.)Pso ' Mf ([0; 1]� Q so)Q so ' Pnco(Rso) + f � gRso ' IAct [ IAct� id 12 (Pso) :In the domain equations the functor Pnco(�) is used as before. The space of�nite sets is insu�cient for the same reason.The strati�ed model is used for modeling the global interpretation of non-determinism. Synchronization will only be attempted if it will succeed. Theonly possibility for deadlock is if there are no allowed actions whatsoever. Inthe operational model this is possible since only the internal actions are allowed.In the denotational model, however, all actions, also unmatched synchroniza-tion, actions are allowed. In the denotational model there is no deadlock. Thefollowing domain equations describe the domain used for the strati�ed denota-tional semantics, Psd ' Mf ([0; 1]� Q sd)Q sd ' Pnco(Rsd)Rsd ' Act [ Act� id 12 (Psd) :41



In the next subsections these domains are used for a comparative semantics forthe language Lp with global interpretation of non-deterministic choice and localinterpretation of probabilistic choice.7.4 Operational semanticsFor the operational semantics the branching time domain Pso as introduced in theprevious subsection is used. A branching time instead of a linear time domain isused since it is, at present, not clear how to abstract away the moments of choicein the strati�ed domain. Some more remarks about the question of linearizingthe strati�ed domain are made in section 8.De�nition 7.4 The function O(gl) : L+p ! Pso is given asO(gl)(s) = fjn�(� � bO(gl)(s0)) j s �;n s0 jgbO(gl)(s) = ( f � g if s blocksf b j s b!E g[ f hb;O(gl)(s0)i j s b! s0 g otherwise.The set bO(gl)(s) is �nite (lemma 7.3), so it is certainly compact. The multi-set O(gl)(s) is �nite (lemma 7.3). Note that the number of elements of O(gl)(s)depends only on the number of successors of s, and not on bO(s). This is impor-tant for the contractiveness of the higher-order function which can be used tojustify this de�nition.7.5 Denotational semanticsThe domain used for the denotational semantics is Psd as introduced in subsec-tion 7.3. This domain is also a branching time domain. For the denotationalmodel this is required. As argued before the only way of obtaining deadlockin this strati�ed model is by unmatched synchronization actions. Since the un-matched synchronization actions are still included, there is no deadlock in thedenotational semantics.The semantical counterparts of the syntactical constructs `+', `+�', `;' and`k' are given below.De�nition 7.5 All semantical operators are elements of Op = Psd � Psd 1!Psd.(a) The operator + 2 Op is de�ned by:p1 + p2 = fj �� � (q1 +0 q2) j � � q1 2 p1; � � q2 2 p2 jgq1 +0 q2 = q1 [ q2:(b) The operator +� 2 Op is de�ned by:p1 +� p2 = fj �� � q j � � q 2 p1 jg t fj (1� �)� � q j � � q 2 p2 jg42



(c) The operator ; 2 Op is de�ned by:p1;p2 = fj � � q;0p2 j � � q 2 p1 jgq;0p = f ha; pi j a 2 q g[ f ha; p0;pi j ha; p0i 2 p g(d) The operator k 2 Op is de�ned by:p1kp2 = fj �� � q1k0q2 j � � q1 2 p1; � � q2 2 p2 jgq1k0q2 = q1 k� q2 [ q2 k� q1 [ q1jq2q1 k� q2 = f ha; fj 1 � q2 jgi j a 2 q g[ f ha; p0kfj 1 � q2 jgi j ha; p0i 2 p gq1jq2 = f h�; p1kp2)i j hc; p1i 2 q1; h�c; p2i 2 q2 g[ f h�; p1i j hc; p1i 2 q1; �c 2 q2 g[ f h�; p2i j c 2 q1; h�c; p2i 2 q2 g[ f � j c 2 q1; �c 2 q2 gIf compared with the operators introduced in de�nition 5.7, the reversal ofthe roles of probability and non-determinism is visible in two ways. The levels ofprobability (multisets of labeled objects) and non-determinism (sets of objects)have been reversed for all the operators. The role of the + and +� have alsobeen reversed. Roughly speaking `+�' is union on the �rst level while `+' isunion on the second level. For p1kp2 the �rst level of choice is resolved both inp1 and p2. Next `k�' and `j' are used to �nd all non-deterministic options. Notethat q1jq2 may be empty but q1 k� q2 is not. The set q1k0q2 is non-empty.De�nition 7.6 The denotational semantics D(gl):Lp ! Psd is given byD(gl)(a) = fj 1 � fa g jgD(gl)(x) = D(gl)(D(x))D(gl)(s1 op s2) = D(gl)(s1) op D(gl)(s2) :A single action a acts like a with probability one. Recursion is handled bybody replacement and the semantical operator op is used to give the meaningof any statement built using the syntactic construct op. The operator op is oneof operations `+', `+�', `;' or `k'.7.6 Comparing O(gl) and D(gl)The comparison of the operational model and the denotational model is lesswork than before since the operational model is also de�ned on a branching timedomain. To compare the operational and denotational model an intermediateoperational like semanticsO�(gl) is de�ned on the denotational domain Psd. Thatthe operational semantics is an abstraction of the denotational semantics thenfollows using the following two facts. The operational semantics is an abstractionof this intermediate semantics. The intermediate semantics coincides with thedenotational semantics.De�ne O�(gl) on the domain Psd as follows.43



De�nition 7.7 The function O�(gl) : L+p ! Psd is given byO�(gl)(s) = fjn�(� � bO�(gl)(s0)) j s �;n s0 jgbO�(gl)(s) = fa j s a!E g[ f ha;O�(gl)(s0)i j s a! s0 gAs usual this de�nition can be justi�ed by showing that O�(gl) is the unique�xed point of a higher-order operator. The intermediate model keeps unmatchedsynchronization actions. Like in the denotational model there is no deadlock.The only di�erence between the domains Psd and Pso is that in the �rst do-main the unmatched synchronizations are still present and there is, therefore,no deadlock. The two domains can be related by the following abstraction func-tion that removes unmatched synchronization actions and introducing deadlockwhere needed.De�nition 7.8 The function abs(gl):Psd ! Pso is de�ned as:abs(gl)(p) = fj � � abs'(q) j � � q 2 p jgabs'(q) =� f b j b 2 q g[ f hb; abs(gl)(p)i j hb; pi 2 q g if this set is non-emptyf � g otherwise.The operational semantics O(gl) is an abstraction of the intermediate seman-tics O�(gl). If from O�(s) the unmatched synchronization actions are removedthen O(s) is obtained.Lemma 7.9 O(s) = abs(gl)(O�(s)).Since the intermediate operational model O�(gl) is also only de�ned on Lthere is no need to extend the denotational semantics. As in previous sectionsthe proof that O�(gl) = D(gl) is done by showing that D(gl) is a �xed point ofthe higher-order operator implicitly used to de�ne O�(gl).Lemma 7.10 D(gl) is the �xed point of �� i.e. ��(D(gl)) = D.Proof By induction on wgt(s). Only the two most interesting cases are given.D(gl)(s1 +� s2) = D(gl)(s1) +� D(gl)(s2)!= ��(D(gl))(s1) +� ��(D(gl))(s2)= fjn�(�� � �̂�(D)(s0)) j s1 �;n s0 jgt fjm�((1� �)� � �̂�(D)(s0)) j s1 �;m s0 jg= fj k�(� � �̂�(D)(s0)) j s1 +� s2 �;k s0 jg= ��(D(gl))(s1 +� s2)D(gl)(s1 + s2) = D(gl)(s1) +D(gl)(s2)44



!= ��(D(gl))(s1) + ��(D(gl))(s2)= fjn�(� � �̂�(D)(s01)) j s1 �;n s01 jg+ fjm�(� � �̂�(D)(s02)) j s2 �;m s02 jg= fjnm�(�� � �̂�(D)(s01) [ �̂�(D)(s02)) j s1 �;n s01; s2 �;m s02 jg= fjnm�(�� � �̂�(D)(s01 + s02)) j s1 �;n s01; s2 �;m s02 jg= fj k�(� � �̂�(D)(s0)) j s1 + s2 �;k s0 jg= ��(D(gl))(s1 + s2) :2Combining the results of this subsection gives that the operational semanticsis an abstraction of the denotational semantics.Theorem 7.11 O(gl) = abs � D(gl)Proof O(gl) = [lemma 7.9] abs � O�(gl) = [lemma 7.10] abs � D(gl). 2The theorem above gives correctness of D with respect to O(gl). That O(gl)identi�es more statements than D is clear from the same example as before,s1 = c1 and s2 = c2.No relation exists between the distinguishing power of the models in thissection and the models in the previous sections. The �rst part of the examplebelow shows that there are statements identi�ed in all the models in section 5and 6 but not by any of the models in this section. The second part of theexample shows that the reverse is also the case.Example 7.12 Let in this example the actions a; b; c all be distinct elements ofIAct.1. Let s1 = a+� (b+ c) and s2 = (a+� b) + (a+� c). The statements s1 ands2 are identi�ed by D from section 5,D(s1) = f fj � � a; (1� �) � a jg; fj � � a; (1� �) � b jg g = D(s2) :Since the statements are identi�ed by D, they are certainly identi�ed byboth O of section 5 and O(lg) of section 6. The operational semanticsO(gl), and therefore also the denotational semantics D(gl), distinguishesbetween s1 and s2,O(gl)(s1) = fj � � f a g; (1� �) � f b; c g jgO(gl)(s2) = fj �2 � fa g; �(1� �) � fa; c g;�(1� �) � f b; a g; (1� �)2 � f b; c g jg :2. Let s1 = (a+� b) + c and s2 = (a+ c) +� (b+ c). s1 and s2 are identi�edby the denotational semantics D(gl) of this section.D(gl)(s1) = fj � � f a; c g; (1� �) � f b; c g jg = D(gl)(s2) :45



The operational semantics O(lg) distinguishes between s1 and s2.O(lg)(s1) = f fj � � a; (1� �) � b jg; fj 1 � c jg gO(lg)(s2) = f fj � � a; (1� �) � b jg; fj � � a; (1� �) � c jg;fj � � c; (1� �) � b jg; fj 1 � c jg g
O O(lg)D abs(gl)O(gl)D(gl) = O�(gl)

This completes the comparative semantics for the combination of the localinterpretation of non-determinism and the local interpretation of probability.8 ConclusionsIn this report comparative semantics for three di�erent interpretations of thelanguage Lp are given. There are several open questions yet to be answered. The�rst one concerns the semantics in section 7. The question is how to constructa linear time semantics based on the strati�ed transition system. A linear timedomain that might be used for this is one of the form given below.P = �(Q )Q = Pnco(R)R = IAct1�The main problem when going from a transition system to a meaning in thisdomain is how to divide the non-determinism. This is illustrated by the followingexample.Suppose that in the transitions system, perhaps after doing some � steps,there are two non-deterministic alternatives a;s1 and a;s2, both starting withthe same action a. Given a measurable set B 2 B(Q ) clearly only the q 2 Bthat have sequences that start with a contribute to the probability of somethingfrom B happening. How the sequences in such a q should be distributed overs1 and s2 is not clear.Another open question is the combination of global probability with globalnon-determinism. Looking at the usual example(c1 + c2)j(�c1 +� �c2)it is not clear what should happen. Using the interpretation that a globalchoice waits for the environment to make its choices, nothing would happen in46



this example. Both the probabilistic choice and the non-deterministic choicewould wait for the other choice to make a decision before proceeding.The interpretation above results in unexpected deadlocks. The statementabove did not deadlock in the models in section 6 nor in the models from section7. Providing more exibility in avoiding deadlock by making more choices globalshould certainly not result in more statements deadlocking.The interpretation of a global choice as a choice that may be backtrackedover if the chosen option fails, would yield a di�erent result in this case. Oneof the choices would make a decision and the other would follow it. But then,which choice would get to make the decision? Several viable options exist butall have their drawbacks.A model for both global non-determinism and global probability shouldsomehow allow both probability and non-determinism to be resolved �rst, de-pending on the situation. Looking at the statements given in 7.12 this modelwould probably have to distinguish between s1 and s2 in both cases, yielding amodel which identi�es less statements than both the strati�ed and generativemodels given in this report.A possible model for local probability with local non-determinism is givenin section 5, this model is very close to the model with global probability. Thedi�erence is in the interpretation of the transition systems, not in the transitionsystems themselves. By a di�erent interpretation of the model with global non-determinism another model for local probability with local non-determinism canbe found. Example 7.12 shows that this model is not equivalent to the modelgiven in section 5. (The example does not use the fact that non-determinismis global.) Perhaps a model can be found for local interpretation of both non-determinism and probability that identi�es more statements than the models insection 6 and 7.Another, more technical question, is how the use of the auxiliary { stepsin the generative transition system can be avoided. The { is used to distin-guish alternatives belonging to di�erent non-deterministic alternatives. A wayto avoid using { is to somehow join together the transitions that belong to onenon-deterministic alternative. Bundling together transitions can be done byusing hyper-transition systems as introduced in [10] and [11] or probabilisticautomata as introduced in [27]. Both these methods could use a (more) sys-tematic approach to de�ning the possible transitions, for instance, an adjustedform of transition system speci�cations (i.e. in the style of SOS [25]) would bean option.As a �nal topic for further work, the probability allowed in the probabilisticchoice operator in this report are in (0; 1). Also allowing the probability to be0 or 1 is not interesting for the local interpretation of probability. The behaviorof s1 +0 s2 is simply that of s2. For the global interpretation, however, theuse of zero probability could be used to express precedence. s1 +0 s2 behaveslike s2 (with probability 1) if possible, but like s1 if s2 deadlocks. This wayof expressing precedence is also used in [9] and in [29]. To be able to handlesituations like s1 +1 (s2 +1 s3) (where s1 has precedence over s2 and s2 has47
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